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Abstract
Exclusion processes became paradigmatic models of nonequilibrium interacting
particle systems of wide range applicability both across the natural and the ap-
plied, social and technological sciences. Usually they are defined as a continuous-
time stochastic process, but in many situations it would be desirable to have a
discrete-time version of them. There is no generally applicable formalism for ex-
clusion processes in discrete-time. In this paper we define the symmetric simple
exclusion process in discrete time over graphs by means of restricted permuta-
tions over the labels of the vertices of the graphs and describe a straightforward
sequential importance sampling algorithm to simulate the process. We investi-
gate the approach to stationarity of the process over loop-augmented Bollobás-
Chung “cycle-with-matches” graphs. In all cases the approach is algebraic with
an exponent varying between 1 and 2 depending on the number of matches.
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1 Introduction
Motivations to study exclusion processes in general and exclusion processes over graphs in particular
are manifold. In physics, exclusion processes provide simple yet nontrivial models for the relaxation
dynamics of a gas or fluid towards the thermodynamic equilibrium [1–4], together with a whole gamut of
fundamental questions in statistical mechanics [5–7]. They are also relevant in the modeling of biological
transport at molecular and cellular levels [8–10], queueing systems [11], vehicular and pedestrian traffic
[12–14], and signaling in radio and computer networks [15,16], among others. Exclusion processes can
also be viewed as generalizations of the single randomwalk problem on graphs and groups, an active field
of investigation that has led to many developments in pure and applied probability, statistics, computer
science, group theory, and harmonic analysis [17–24], to name a few.
Exclusion processes are usually modeled as a continuous-time stochastic process, with particles at-
tempting to jump from vertex to vertex after an exponentially distributed waiting time of parameter 1 and
succeeding if the target vertex is empty. In discrete time, mixed update schemes for exclusion processes
have been proposed in the study of traffic and pedestrian dynamics using cellular automata, such as the
“shuffle updates,” in which particles are updated exactly once per time step in a predetermined or ran-
dom order within each time step [25–27]. These mixed protocols avoid the difficult problem of enforcing
exclusion during a synchronous update—which is exactly the problem that we address here—but are not
entirely discrete-time or synchronous, since at any single update clocks tic at different (noninteger) times
for different particles.
In this paper we define the symmetric simple exclusion process in discrete time over arbitrary graphs
and describe a simple and efficient algorithm for its stochastic simulation. We exemplify the formalism
by computing the relaxation time of the process on loop-augmented Bollobás-Chung graphs. Research
problems are mentioned in the conclusions.
2 Basic setup
Let 퐺 = (푉 ,퐸) be a finite connected graph of order 푛 with vertex set 푉 = {1,… , 푛} and edge set
퐸 ⊆ 푉 × 푉 , and let 퐴 be the adjacency matrix of 퐺 with elements 푎푖푗 = 푎푗푖 = 1 if the unordered pair⟨푖, 푗⟩ ∈ 퐸, usually denoted by 푖 ∼ 푗, and 푎푖푗 = 0 otherwise. At our convenience, we augment퐴 by taking
푎푖푖 = 1 for all 1 ⩽ 푖 ⩽ 푛 (see discussion below). To each vertex 푖 ∈ 푉 we attach a random variable 휂푖
taking values in {0, 1}. If 휂푖 = 1 we say that vertex 푖 is occupied by a particle, otherwise we say that
vertex 푖 is empty. The symmetric simple exclusion process in discrete time over 퐺, henceforth referred
to as DTSEP(퐺), is the stochastic process according to which at each integer time 푡 ⩾ 0 each particle
on the vertices of 퐺 chooses one of its neighboring vertices 푗 ∼ 푖 equally at random to jump to, with
the process evolving if no vertex is targeted simultaneously by two or more particles. At any given 푡, the
occupation of the vertices of 퐺 is denoted by
휂푡 = (휂푡1,… , 휂
푡
푛) ∈ {0, 1}
푛, (1)
1
which we call the state of 퐺. The role of the diagonal elements that we added somewhat arbitrarily to 퐴
now becomes clear, for nothing in the dynamics of DTSEP(퐺) precludes a particle from sojourning at its
current vertex, which is equivalent to having a loop at every vertex of퐺. Moreover, such device prevents
the dynamics from freezing out—think of a tree with particles stuck at the leaves (vertices of degree 1).
The DTSEP(퐺) is closely related with the interchange process IP(퐺), a continuous time process in
which 푛 distinguishable particles hop over 퐺 by means of transpositions. The IP(퐺) enjoyed a revival
some time ago related with a conjecture (eventually proved true) about its spectral gap [28–31]. In
mathematical physics there is an analogue question of whether ferromagnetic quantum spin- 12 Heisenberg
chains display some ordering of energy levels indexed by total spin 푆 (only partially true) [32–34].
When 퐺 = 퐾52, the IP(퐺) describes the classic problem of shuffling a deck of cards by transpositions
[17–20,35].
3 Representations for the dynamics
The dynamics of DTSEP(퐺) can be described by means of permutations 휎 = 휎(1)⋯ 휎(푛) in 풮푛, the set
of permutations of 푛 labels. The idea is to evolve the state of 퐺 by successive applications of suitable
random permutations. Permutations are convenient because they automatically conserve particles (are
surjective) and enforce exclusion (are injective). Because of the restricted connectivity of 퐺, however,
the set of “good” permutations contains only permutations that take label 푖 to 휎(푖) if 휎(푖) ∼ 푖. This set
can be characterized by
풮푛(퐴) =
{
휎 ∈ 풮푛 ∶
푛∏
푖=1
푎푖휎(푖) = 1
}
. (2)
The number of restricted permutations in 풮푛(퐴) is given by
|풮푛(퐴)| = ∑
휎∈풮푛
푛∏
푖=1
푎푖휎(푖) = per 퐴, (3)
i. e., by the permanent of 퐴. Note that restricted permutations do not, in general, form a group. Pick, for
example, the loop-augmented complete graph 퐾̃4 (we use a tilde to discern loop-augmented graphs) and
delete edge ⟨3, 4⟩: then 휎 = 3412 and 휋 = 4132 are both in 풮푛(퐴), but 휋휎 = 3241 is not. We note in
passing that for this graph |푛(퐴)| = 14, while |4| = 4! = 24. We can now define the DTSEP(퐺) as
the stochastic process {휂푡, 푡 ⩾ 0} that given an initial occuption state 휂0 of 퐺 evolves in discrete time
according to
휂푡+1휎(푖) = 휂
푡
푖 , (4)
with 휎 chosen uniformly at random in 풮푛(퐴). Figure 1 illustrates one time step of the DTSEP(퐺) on a
generic graph.
Since the objects that move are the particles, all holes being indistinguishable, we can keep track
of the positions of the particles instead of the occupation of the vertices. The DTSEP(퐺) can thus be
described in the following alternative representation. Let 휉푡 = (휉푡1,… , 휉푡푘) ∈ {1,… , 푛}푘 be the vector of
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Figure 1: Single time step in the evolution of DTSEP(퐺) over a generic graph 퐺 with 푘 = 3 particles (black
circles). The loops on the vertices are not shown for the sake of clarity. In this example the time evolution could
have been driven by the permutation 휎 = 362541.
the 푘 ⩽ 푛 particle positions at instant 푡. In this representation the time evolution of DTSEP(퐺) is given
by
휉푡+1푖 = 휎(휉
푡
푖), (5)
with 휎 ∈ 풮푛(퐴), as before. In fact, 휎 now belongs to the smaller set 풮푛(퐴푡) with 퐴푡 the 푘 × 푛 matrix
given by 퐴푡 = (퐴휉푡1 ,… , 퐴휉푡푘)푇 , where 퐴푗 denotes the 푗th row of 퐴. We only need to care about the full
풮푛(퐴) if 푘 = 푛. For example, for the configurations in Figure 1, 휉푡 = (휉푡1, 휉푡2, 휉푡3) = (1, 2, 5) and
퐴푡 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
퐴1
퐴2
퐴5
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (6)
while for 휉푡+1 = (휎(휉푡1), 휎(휉푡2), 휎(휉푡3)) = (3, 6, 4) we have
퐴푡+1 =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
퐴3
퐴6
퐴4
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 0
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (7)
Matrix 퐴푡 can be viewed as a 푘 × 푛 board of allowed particle positions at instant 푡 as well as for the next
instant 푡+ 1, since, by definition, 푎 푡푖푗 = 푎휉푡푖 , 휉푡+1푖 = 1, because 휉푡+1푖 = 휎(휉푡푖) with 휎 in 풮푛(퐴) or 풮푛(퐴푡). Wesee that |풮푛(퐴푡)| = per 퐴푡 is but the number of ways 푘 indistinguishable non-taking rooks can be placed
on the squares of a 푘 × 푛 board with the (푖푗) square removed if 푎 푡푖푗 = 0 [36]. The “rooks representation”
of DTSEP(퐺) is illustrated in Figure 2. This representation makes it clear that each label 휉푖 performs
an independent random walk, with exclusion ensured by the restricted permutations. The burden of
DTSEP(퐺) rests on 풮푛(퐴). It is also more convenient to study the dynamics of tagged particles.
4 Stochastic simulation
Numerically running (4) or (5) boils down to being able to sample permutations 휎 ∈ 풮푛(퐴) uniformly at
random. A straightforward acception-rejection method would be to pick random permutations uniformly
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휉푡1 = 1 s0Z0Z0
휉푡2 = 2 0s0Z0Z
휉푡3 = 5 Z0Z0s0
1 2 3 4 5 6
σ 휉
푡+1
1 = 3 Z0s0Z0
휉푡+12 = 6 0Z0Z0s
휉푡+13 = 4 Z0ZrZ0
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 2: Placement of 푘 = 3 non-taking rooks on the boards corresponding to the particle configurations depicted
in Figure 1. The initial configuration 휉푡 = (휉푡1, 휉푡2, 휉푡3) = (1, 2, 5) evolves through the action of 휎 = 362541 in 풮푛(퐴)
to 휉푡+1 = (휎(휉푡1), 휎(휉푡2), 휎(휉푡3)) = (3, 6, 4). Marked squares indicate forbidden destinations in the next time step for
the rook in the respective row.
from풮푛 and select only those permutations for which∏푖 푎푖휎(푖) = 1. The acceptance ratio |풮푛(퐴)|∕|풮푛| =
per퐴∕푛! of the method depends heavily on the structure of퐺, and is in general hopelessly small unless퐺
is highly dense. A much better option is to employ a sequential importance sampling (SIS) strategy. The
idea behind SIS is to sample a composite object like 휎 = 휎(1)⋯ 휎(푛) by building up its parts conditioned
on what has already been built according to the identity
ℙ(휎) =
푛∏
푖=1
ℙ(휎(푖) ∣ 휎(1)⋯ 휎(푖 − 1)). (8)
The theoretical framework for SIS was given in [37] and is nicely reviewed in [38, 39]. Algorithm S
describes a SIS strategy to sample random restricted permutations inspired by the analogous problem
of estimating permanents [40–45]. Algorithm S can be optimized by reordering the rows and columns
of 퐴 in ascending order of row sums to minimize the probability of collisions between labels chosen
later in the procedure with those chosen before. The extra processing pays off for graphs with vertices
of widely varying degrees, as it happens, e. g., when 퐺 is a small-world network with hubs. A careful
implementation of line 5 (for instance, avoiding a linear search) can significantly improve its run time.
For a 0-1 matrix, line 3 of Algorithm S counts the number of images available to choose for label 푖,
if any, and the probability in line 5 becomes the uniform distribution over the remaining images available.
Note that the product of the푅푖 output by Algorithm S provides a one-sample unbiased estimate for per퐴,
i. e., 피(푅1⋯푅푛) = per 퐴 [40–45].
5 DTSEP(퐺) on Bollobás-Chung graphs
Let Ω푛,푘 denote the set of configurations 휂 with 푘 particles on a single-component graph of size 푛 and
let 휈 be the uniform measure that puts mass |Ω푛,푘|−1 = (푛푘)−1 on every 휂 in Ω푛,푘. Clearly, Ω푛,푘 is an
invariant subspace of DTSEP(퐺) and 휈 is stationary, since
휂∞ =
∑
휂∈Ω푛,푘
휈(휂)휂 =
(
푛
푘
)−1 ∑
1⩽푖1<⋯<푖푘 ⩽푛
(1푖1 ,… , 1푖푘) (9)
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Algorithm S Random restricted permutations by SIS
Require: 0-1 matrix 퐴 = (푎푖푗) of order 푛 ⩾ 1
1: 퐽 ← {1,… , 푛}
2: for 푖 = 1 to 푛 do
3: Compute 푅푖 = ∑푗 ∈ 퐽 푎푖푗
4: if 푅푖 ≠ 0 then
5: Choose 푗 ∈ 퐽 with probability 푎푖푗∕푅푖
6: 휎(푖)← 푗
7: 퐽 ← 퐽 ⧵ {푗}
8: else
9: break
10: end if
11: end for
Ensure: 휎(1)⋯ 휎(푛) is a random permutation of 1⋯ 푛 in 풮푛(퐴)
is invariant under permutations of 푖1, … , 푖푘 from 풮푛(퐴), where (1푖1 ,… , 1푖푘) denotes the configuration
with the 푘 particles occupying vertices 푖1, … , 푖푘 of 퐺. Note the explicit particle-hole symmetry of the
process (0 ↔ 1 ∶ 푘 ↔ 푛 − 푘). The occupation density of each vertex in the stationary state (9) is
휂∞푖 = 푘∕푛. On the other hand, the empirical distribution of vertex occupancy up to time 푡 ⩾ 1 is
휃푡 = 1
푡
(휂1 +⋯ + 휂푡) = 푡 − 1
푡
휃푡−1 + 1
푡
휂푡, (10)
where we discard the initial 휂0 from the average. We expect that 휃푡 → 휂∞ as 푡 → ∞. The 휒2 distance
between a realization of 휃푡 and the stationary 휂∞ can be calculated as
휒2(휃푡, 휂∞) =
푛∑
푖=1
(휃푡푖 − 휂
∞
푖 )
2
휂∞푖
. (11)
We measured the speed of convergence of DTSEP(퐺) to stationarity on loop-augmented Bollobás-
Chung graphs 퐶̃푛,푙 obtained by adding 푙 ≪ 푛 (originally 푙 = 1) random matches (an edge ⟨푖, 푗⟩ with,
say, 푖 ⩽ 푛∕2 and 푗 > 푛∕2) to the loop-augmented cycle graph 퐶̃푛 [46]. Note that 퐶̃푛,0 = 퐶̃푛, the
loop-augmented cycle graph. We fix 푛 = 64, 푘 = 16 (“quarter-filling”), and obtain ⟨휒2(휃푡, 휂∞)⟩ as an
average over 1000 independent realizations of 휃푡 and, for 푙 ⩾ 1, also over 1000 realizations of 퐶̃푛,푙. We
found algebraic decay ∼ 푡−훼 at late times in all cases, with an exponent 1 < 훼 ≲ 2 depending on 푙.
See Figure 3. The “beats” in the 휒2 distance at multiples of 푛 echo the cyclic structure of 퐶̃푛,푙, which
is, however, inexact for 푙 > 0. The 훼 = 2.00 ± 0.03 for DTSEP(퐶̃푛,0) recalls the behavior of the simple
randomwalk and the symmetric simple exclusion process on 퐶̃푛—their spectral gap closes as 푛−2, and the
observables approach stationarity diffusively. The discrete time version preserves that; this follows from
Aldous’ conjecture [28–31]. The other exponents are less immediate to understand. Simulations indicate
that 훼 ≃ 1.0 on the loop-augmented 퐾̃푛 as well as on Erdős-Rényi random graphs 퐺̃푛,푝 independently of
푝 as long as the graph is simply connected. Bollobás-Chung graphs interpolate between the two extremes
given by 퐶̃푛 and 퐾̃푛. The dependence of 훼 on the diameter of the graphs seems to be worth investigating
in general.
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Figure 3: Averaged 휒2 distance between the stationary and the empirical vertex occupancies on loop-augmented
Bollobás-Chung graphs with 0 ⩽ 푙 ⩽ 4 matches, 푛 = 64 vertices, and 푘 = 16 particles. Regression lines ∼ 푡−훼 (in
red) are displayed together with the estimated 훼 in each case.
6 Summary and outlook
In this paper we pursued a modest goal: to define the DTSEP(퐺) and to investigate its stochastic sim-
ulation. One advantage of the setup with loop-augmented graphs (besides the fact that 풮푛(퐴) is never
empty) is that one recovers the usual simple exclusion process (or, under a more general interpretation,
the interchange process) over 퐺 by limiting the dynamics to a single transposition per time step. The
formalism applies to asymmetric exclusion processes as well, with퐺 a digraph and퐴 asymmetric. From
the computational point of view, the “rooks representation” of DTSEP(퐺) is more efficient when 푘 ≪ 푛
or 퐺 is sparse, because we do not have to worry about empty vertices. This representation is also more
convenient to study systems of different (or tagged) particles with different dynamics by overlaying dif-
ferent edge sets for different classes of particles—think of a bird flying over a 퐾̃푛 landscape looking after
worms that crawl on a lesser graph. Discussions about reversibility, the asymmetric case, whether Algo-
rithm S samples 푛(퐴) uniformly, comparisons with simple random walks (푘 = 1), dependence of 훼 on
the diameter of random graphs, and related issues will be published elsewhere.
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